
Multi-Region Fabric Subregions

To achieve simplification and consistency, the Cisco SD-WAN solution has been rebranded as Cisco Catalyst
SD-WAN. In addition, from Cisco IOS XE SD-WAN Release 17.12.1a and Cisco Catalyst SD-WAN Release
20.12.1, the following component changes are applicable: Cisco vManage to Cisco Catalyst SD-WAN
Manager,Cisco vAnalytics toCisco Catalyst SD-WAN Analytics,Cisco vBond toCisco Catalyst SD-WAN
Validator, Cisco vSmart to Cisco Catalyst SD-WAN Controller, and Cisco Controllers to Cisco Catalyst
SD-WAN Control Components. See the latest Release Notes for a comprehensive list of all the component
brand name changes. While we transition to the new names, some inconsistencies might be present in the
documentation set because of a phased approach to the user interface updates of the software product.
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Multi-Region Fabric Subregions
Table 1: Feature History

DescriptionRelease InformationFeature Name

You can create subregions within
an access region. Subregions enable
you to separate edge routers into
multiple distinct domains.

Cisco IOS XE Catalyst SD-WAN
Release 17.10.1a

Multi-Region Fabric Subregions

Information About Subregions
Minimum release: Cisco IOS XE Catalyst SD-WAN Release 17.10.1a
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Within an access region, you can create up to 63 subregions, with ID numbers in the range 1 to 63. Creating
subregions within access regions enables you to separate edge routers into multiple distinct domains.

To define a subregion, configure a subregion for edge routers and for border routers. After you configure a
subregion for a device, the device advertises its subregion attribute to its overlaymanagement protocol (OMP)
peers. Within OMP, a subregion is identified by the tuple of access region number and subregion ID, so you
can reuse the same subregion numbers in different access regions—for example, subregion 1 of region 1 is
distinct from subregion 1 of region 2.

Terminology

• Parent region: An access region is called the parent region of any subregions that you configure within
it.

• Shared: In a Multi-Region Fabric topology that includes subregions, a border or edge router without a
subregion assignment is called shared.

• Dedicated: In a Multi-Region Fabric topology that includes subregions, a border or edge router with a
subregion assignment is called dedicated.

Connectivity

Default connectivity is as follows:

• Edge routers assigned to an access region, and not assigned to a subregion, form bidirectional forwarding
detection (BFD) connectivity to all devices in the region, and to the border routers serving the access
region.

• Edge routers assigned to a subregion form BFD connectivity to all other devices in the subregion, and
to the border routers serving the subregion and parent region. By default, they do not form BFD
connectivity to edge routers outside of the subregion.

• Border routers assigned to a region form BFD connectivity to all edge devices in the region. This is true
even if a border router is also assigned to a subregion. Assigning a border router to a subregion causes
it to preferentially operate as the border router for devices in the subregion, but it can also serve all
devices in the parent region. This means that any border router serving a region can provide failover
backup for other border routers serving the region, regardless of whether the border routers have been
assigned to subregions.

Configure a Subregion

To configure a subregion, it is sufficient to assign one or more edge routers to a subregion. You do not need
to assign a border router to the subregion. The border routers assigned to the parent region are shared by all
the edges in that region.

Assigning an edge router to a subregion has the following effects:

• The edge router advertises its subregion to the Cisco SD-WAN Controllers managing its region. This
indicates its subregion to all of its OMP peers.

For information about assigning a subregion to an edge router, see Assign a Region ID to Edge Router
TLOCs Using a CLI Template.

• The edge router can have full-mesh connectivity only with (a) devices in its subregion, and (b) edge
routers that are part of the same parent region but not in any subregion.
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Assigning a border router to a subregion has the following effects:

• The border router primarily serves the edge routers in the subregion.

• The border router can also act as a backup border router for edge routers in other subregions within the
same parent region.

For information about assigning a subregion to a border router, see Assign a Region ID to Border Router
TLOCs Using a CLI Template.

Configure a Transport Gateway to a Subregion

If you assign a device serving as a transport gateway (such as a border router) to a subregion, the transport
gateway can serve only devices in that subregion.

Configure Policy

For information about configuring a policy to use subregions, see the following:

• In region lists, you can include a subregion or subregion range for each region that you specify in the
list. See Create a Region List Using a CLI Template.

• You can apply the policies to specific subregions within a region. See Apply a Policy Using a CLI
Template.

• Control policy: You can match by subregion. See Configure a Control Policy to Match Region and Role
Using a CLI Template.

• For information about how subregions affect the prioritization of policies, see Prioritization of Policy.

Border Router Preference

With the introduction of subregions, border routers add a new attribute, called br-preference, to routes that
they re-originate to the core region. The br-preference attribute ensures that border routers in the core region
choose the optimal path to devices in subregions when more than one path is available.

For example, in the following illustration, if BR4 is choosing a path to ER1, which is in subregion 1, the
optimal path uses BR1, which serves that subregion. This is true even though BR2 and BR3 can also provide
connectivity to ER1. In this example, routes for subregion 1 that BR1 re-originates have the highest
br-preference value, so to reach subregion 1, BR4 chooses a path using BR1.

If BR1 becomes unavailable, then BR4 can reach subregion 1 through BR2 or BR3. BR2 and BR3 provide
lower br-preference values for routes to subregion 1, but they can serve as failover border routers for subregion
1.
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Figure 1: Subregion Scenario

To explain in more detail, when a border router receives a route from an edge router in its access region (across
all subregions), it does the following:

1. Determines a br-preference value for the route, as described in the table that follows.

2. Attaches the value to the route, as the br-preference attribute, when re-originating the route to the core
region.

Border routers of other regions use this attribute to determine which routes to prefer for a particular destination.

The following table describes how a border router determines the br-preference value when re-originating a
route.

Table 2: br-preference

br-preference Value for a RouteConditions

100The route has a subregion ID, and the border router has the same
subregion ID.

In the preceding illustration, this would apply to a route
from ER1, re-advertised to the core region by BR1.

Note

75The border router has no subregion ID.

50The route has a subregion ID, and the border router has a different
subregion ID.

or

The route does not have a subregion ID, and the border router does have
a subregion ID.

In the preceding illustration, this would apply to a route
from ER1, re-advertised to the core region by BR2.

Note

When choosing a route to a destination, border routers prioritize routes with a higher br-preference value.
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Secondary Regions

Assigning devices to subregions does not interfere with configuring secondary regions. A device can have a
subregion assignment and be part of a secondary region.

Benefits of Subregions
Creating subregions has the following benefits:

• In network topologies that have access regions with a small number of edge routers, it may not be
cost-effective to dedicate border routers to each access region. Sharing a set of border routers among
multiple access regions addresses this.

• You can enable the border router of one subregion to serve as a failover border router for a different
subregion within the same parent region.

Supported Devices for Subregions
Minimum release: Cisco IOS XE Catalyst SD-WAN Release 17.10.1a

You can configure subregions only on Cisco IOS XE Catalyst SD-WAN devices.

Restrictions for Subregions
Minimum release: Cisco IOS XE Catalyst SD-WAN Release 17.10.1a

DescriptionRestriction

You must use a CLI template or add-on CLI template to configure a
subregion for a device. Furthermore, if you are configuring a subregion
for a device, you must also use a CLI template to configure the region.
This is because a subregion is configured together with a region, in the
following format:

system
region region-id

subregion subregion-id

Using a CLI template to configure the region and subregion for
Multi-Region Fabric does not prevent you from using a system template
to configure other features for a device. You can use a system template
to configure features unrelated to Multi-Region Fabric, and
simultaneously use a CLI add-on template to configure the region and
subregion.

CLI template or CLI add-on
template

When using subregions, if you plan to upgrade routers in the Cisco
Catalyst SD-WAN overlay network to Cisco IOS XE Release 17.12.1
or later, first ensure that any routers in the network that are operating
as transport gateways are using Cisco IOS XE Release 17.12.1 or later.

Upgrading routers to Cisco IOSXE
Release 17.12.1 or later
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Use Cases for Subregions
Minimum release: Cisco IOS XE Catalyst SD-WAN Release 17.10.1a

The following use cases describe some of the benefits of subregions.

Use Case: Sharing Border Routers
Figure 2: Sharing Border Routers

In this use case, an organization needs to have the six edge routers on the West Coast operate in three distinct
domains. In addition, the organization needs at least two border routers for each access region, to provide a
failover option if one border router becomes inoperative.

One option would be to create three regions for the West Coast and place the edge routers in those distinct
regions. But each access region would need two or more border routers, and it may not be cost-effective to
dedicate border routers for each of the three separate access regions.

An effective strategy is to create a single access region (region 1) for the West Coast, and to divide region 1
into subregions. This provides three domains for the routers on the West Coast. The entire region can use two
shared border routers. The border routers are assigned to region 1, but are not assigned to any subregion. They
can service edge routers in any subregion of region 1, without preference.
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Use Case: Border Router Failover
Figure 3: Border Router Failover

In this use case, access region 1 serves the West Coast. Within region 1, there are three separate subregions
serving different cities on the West Coast. There is a separate dedicated border router for each of the three
subregions. For each subregion, the border router is located in the city whose subregion it serves, to optimize
performance.

Although each border router is dedicated to a specific subregion (by being assigned to that subregion), it has
BFD connectivity with the edge routers throughout the entire parent region, meaning throughout the West
Coast. This enables any of the border routers serving region 1 to provide failover backup for all of the border
routers in the entire parent region. It is advantageous to fail over to border routers that are geographically
adjacent, such as in another city on the West Coast, rather than failing over to a border router in a distant
geographical region.
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Use Case: Sharing Transport Gateways Across Subregions
Figure 4: Sharing a Transport Gateway

In this use case, an organization has divided access region 1 into three subregions. The organization has
configured a single transport gateway to handle a specific class of traffic for the access region. Specifically,
the transport gateway handles all traffic between region 1 and a virtual network hosted by a public cloud
service, such as Azure.

The scale of the region 1 does not require more than one transport gateway, even though there are three separate
subregions. Because the transport gateway has connectivity to all routers in the access region, regardless of
the subregion, traffic between subregions flows through the transport gateway. This is similar to a scenario
described previously, in which border routers provide connectivity to routers in different subregions, for traffic
between subregions within the same parent access region.
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Use Case: Dedicated Transport Gateways
Figure 5: Dedicated Transport Gateways

In this use case, an organization has divided access region 1 into two subregions. Each subregion has a
dedicated transport gateway to handle a specific class of traffic. Although the illustration shows only a single
edge router in each subregion, this use case applies to scenarios in which a large number of routers in each
subregion justify a dedicated transport gateway for each subregion, for load balancing among numerous
transport gateways.

The transport gateways are connected to each other. A router in one subregion can connect to a router in a
different subregion using a three-hop path through their respective transport gateways.

Configure and Use Subregions
Minimum release: Cisco IOS XE Catalyst SD-WAN Release 17.10.1a

The following table indicates where to find information about configuring subregions for devices and using
subregions in policy.

Table 3: Configuring and Using Subregions

ReferenceTopic

Assign a Region ID to Border Router TLOCs Using
a CLI Template

Assign a subregion to border router.

Assign a Region ID to Edge Router TLOCs Using a
CLI Template

Assign a subregion to an edge router.
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ReferenceTopic

Create a Region List Using a CLI TemplateCreate a region list, including subregions.

Configure a Control Policy toMatch Region and Role
Using a CLI Template

Configure a control policy to match by subregion.

Apply a Policy Using a CLI TemplateApply a policy, specifying devices by region and
subregion.
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